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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can co-ordinate my arms and legs whilst swimming.

Year 4

• I can co-ordinate my arms and legs whilst swimming.

YEAR 3/4

Swimming
Lesson 8 - Developers

Learning Objective
To develop head above water breaststroke technique.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Begin the arm action once your legs are together.

Glide after each kick.

Equipment
Cones - green x 1

Cones - red x 1

Kickboard x 12
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Breaststroke legs:
Tell the pupils that they will be developing their breaststroke today. Ask them to sit in an L shape on the poolside to practise the leg action.

From legs together, bring the heels up towards their bottom, feet flexed.

Draw a circle with their heels.

Feet draw back together with legs straight, begin the action again.

 

Tuck entry:
Ask the pupils to line up at the edge of the pool. One after the other the pupils enter the pool with a tuck jump.

Take off both feet and jump away from the pool edge.

Bring your knees up into a tuck shape as you jump.

Breathe out as you jump in.

Teacher note: check the safety regulations for pool depth prior to jumping in the pool.
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Star float tag:
Select three pupils to be the catchers. If caught, pupils have to float in a star shape on their back until another pupil comes and tags their hand to free them.

Lift your hips and place your head back into the water to help you to stay afloat.

Make this harder by asking the pupils to submerge and travel underneath the pupil who is floating to free them.
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Skill Development
20 Mins

Breaststroke legs on the wall:
Ask the pupils to hold on to the side of the pool whilst they practise their breaststroke legs.

From legs together, bring the heels up towards your bottom, feet flexed.

Draw a circle with your heels.

Feet draw back together with legs straight, begin the action again.

 

Breaststroke legs with a kickboard:
Pupils have one kickboard each that they hold with outstretched arms. They practise swimming with their chin on the surface of the water using breaststroke legs.

Repeat a few times until the pupils are competent and confident to do this.

Emphasise a glide after each kick.

Make this easier by holding a kickboard under each arm.

 

Breaststroke arms on poolside:
Ask the pupils to exit via the pool edge.
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Keep your fingers pointing forward and your hands shoulder width apart.

Push down on the pool edge to lift yourself up and climb out.

Once pupils are sitting on the pool edge ask them to practise breaststroke arms.

From extended arms, turn hands so that thumbs point down.

Pull arms around and downwards. Hands come together close to your chest forming a circle.

Extend your arms straight and repeat.

 

Breaststroke action:
In the water the pupils practise the full breaststroke action with their chin on the water surface. They push off from the wall to glide in a narrow shape, then begin. Give the pupils time to

practise the stroke for a few repetitions.

Tell the pupils that the arms do not start until the legs are together.

 

Red light, green light:
Ask all the pupils to line up at the swimming pool edge. The aim of the game is for them to reach the other side of the swimming pool. When the teacher calls green light and holds up a

green cone, pupils can swim using breaststroke. When the teacher holds up a red cone they must stop and tread water. Any pupil caught in motion must return to the starting line. Pupils

can continue moving when the green light is called. The first pupil to reach the end line wins.

Use big full strokes to gain more distance with less effort.

Make this harder by increasing the distance to the end line.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Ask the pupils to exit via the pool edge.

Keep your fingers pointing forward and your hands shoulder width apart.

Push down on the pool edge to lift yourself up and climb out.

Make this easier by using the corner of the pool.

 

Ask the pupils to describe what they felt like physically when swimming breaststroke.

Which muscles could they feel working?

What parts of the stroke helped them to gain distance?


